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article newbie easy to follow?Q: C++: At what point does a parameter/return value mismatch cause a crash? I have a method
that looks like this: void Bar() { // Bunch of stuff... if (buz) { return; } // More stuff... Bar2(); } Bar2 is a similar method with

some parameters changed. Is there any way, in this case, that the "bozo" check can cause an assert() to fire? I've been testing this
with gdb and when stepping through the Bar2() method, it never fails. Thus, I thought it could only fail if it was returning with a
real buz value. Is there some case where the call would not fail? Or is there some thing about the debugger, in that case, that just
causes a false-positive? I also tried having Bar() call Bar2() and Bar2() call Bar3()... Bar3() just calls return (actually, it returns a
value to main()). I didn't figure out a pattern that could trigger it. A: You need to understand the C++ object model. This applies
to any C++ application. C++ doesn't rely on garbage collection for memory allocation. There are no finalizers. Every object has

a lifetime which is explicitly bounded. One object's lifetime may overlap with the lifetime of another. If that happens,
undefined behaviour occurs. The compiler is allowed to optimise your code and emit code that depends on that guarantee. It is

correct to assume that it will do so. In your case, the local variable buz could be immediately deleted during the lifetime of your
function bar. If the compiler decides that the call to bar2 could also have been deleted at the same time, it is allowed to assume

that no reference to that local variable exists after the call to bar2. If the compiler has implemented its optimisation, it is allowed
to dereference a value-less pointer. This is UB. You need to read the full C++ specification. You should be doing this anyway.
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